SukIPT: UMS miss second gold

GL Oh

KOTA KINABALU: University Malaysia Sabah (UMS) missed out on their second gold in the Malaysian Higher Learning Institution Sports Meet (SukIPT) in UKM, Tuesday.

Silat exponent Cristina Idezis was penalised after accidentally hitting her opponent in the face during the women E-Class final, while leading her opponent by two points, and had to settle for silver instead.

UMS also added another silver on day four of the competition in the track and field events through national football player Ji Fedalliah Claritta Jaimin in the women long jump event.

The team have now won one gold, five silver and one bronze with the only gold so far from the Taekwondo Poomsae mixed pair of Armay Radi and Nur Ila Hussein Sufid while the other silvers while the other three silver from the men Poomsae (Song Lubisou, Dominic Saw Khat Yuan, Bernicaril Bernard Anak Megol) and women team Poomsae (Helena Av'n Lian, Cheong Pui Yen) as well as one from men individual (Ahmad Abdul Rabi) with the bronze came from women individual (Cheong Pui Yen).